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Résumé

Une comparaison est faite entre des systèmes de réacteurs de la
deuxième génération alimentés principalement avec du plutonium
fissile et/ou de VU-233 dans de l'uranium ou du thorium. Ces
matières proviennent de combustibles irradiés dans des réacteurs
CANDU™ de la première génération alimentés par de l'uranium naturel
ou enrichi et du thorium. A l'exception des réacteurs au plutonium-
thorium, les réacteurs de la deuxième génération nécessitent un
retraitement ayant un rendement semblable, tandis que les systèmes
les plus efficaces, qui sont alimentés au plutonium, requièrent une
grande allocation préalable d'uranium, Les réacteurs de la deuxième
génération alimentés par de VU-233 utilisent plus efficacement les
ressources et conduisent â des stratégies plus souples pour les ap-
provisionnements en combustible. Ils nécessitent, cependant, le
développement de cycles de thorium & passe unique de la première
génération et la démonstration prochaine de la viabilité commerciale
du retraitement du thorium employé comme combustible. Il n'est pas
nécessaire de mettre prochainement en vigueur une technologie de
retraitement pour ces cycles de combustible.
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ABSTRACT

A comparison is made among second generation reactor systems fuelled

primarily with fissile plutonium and/or U-233 in uranium or thorium. This

material is obtained from irradiated fuel from first generation

CANDuTM reactors fuelled by natural or enriched uranium and thorium.

Except for plutonium-thoriura reactors, second generation reactors demand

similar amounts of reprocessing throughput, but the most efficient

plutonium burning systems require a large prior allocation of uranium.

Second generation reactors fuelled by U-233 make more efficient use of

resources and lead to more flexible fuelling strategies, but require

development of first generation once-through thorium cycles and early

demonstration of the commercial viability of thorium fuel reprocessing.

No early implementation of reprocessing technology is required for these

cycles.
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PLUTONIUM AND U-233 MINES

1. MOTIVATION

The method of transition from a natural uranium to an advanced fuel

cycle is of crucial importance to Canada's long term outlook for nuclear

power. Basically there are two routes to follow - the creation of plutonium

for eventual use in either a plutonium/uranium reactor or a plutonium/-

thorium reactor, or the creation of U-233 for eventual use in a U-233/Thor-

ium reactor. In contrast to usual industrial processes which simply deplete

a resource, today's reactors convert a resource (natural uranium) into a

useful byproduct commodity which is simply stockpiled. At some point in the

future it may prove advantageous to mine this stockpile, and the basic

problem is: how can we best arrange things now so as to impart maximum

flexibility to react to the exigencies of the day when and if the time to

mine the stockpile arrives? Clearly if we continue on the present course,

inertia will be the deciding factor, and the question will be resolved by

default - the future will belong to plutonium. The purpose of this essay is

to examine the global aspects of several alternative strategies in an

attempt to illuminate characteristics, advantages and disadvantages of

each.

In the pursuit of this goal, I consider a fixed amount of natural uran-

ium and investigate the consequences of irradiating this in two different

types of reactors. The first is a natural uranium reactor and the sub-

sequent stockpile is entirely plutonium; the second is a once-through

thorium reactor(1) and the stockpile contains both U-233 and plutonium.

The second generation reactors (reactors requiring reprocessed fuel) which

utilize this stockpile will be either Pu/Th or Pu/U reactors in the first

case, or (U233+Pu)/Th and Pu/Th reactors in the second case.
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Veeder has recently demonstrated^) the superiority of Pu/U

reactors over Pu/Th reactors in the second generation with regards to

required reprocessing throughput. However, he omitted mention of U-233

stockpiles and the comparative characteristics of (U233+Pu/Th) reactors In

the scheme of things. It Is the Intent of this essay to place the latter

cycles in clearer perspective. I summarize here the major premises that

have a bearing on the analysis.

1) There is no accord on whether or not Canada (or the world) has suffi-

cient uranium to support a nuclear power system into the foreseeable

future without reprocessing;

2) Governments are not likely to fund the development of a capital inten-

sive reprocessing facility until there is a strongly perceived need.

3) The implementation of advanced fuel cycles implies that a shortage of

fissile materials has occurred, or Is close at hand. Thus the overrid-

ing consideration will be maximal energy extraction. Conversely, if

there is no perceived shortage of fissile material, there will be little

pressure to implement an advanced cycle. Since second generation

reactors burn stockpiles of material previously created - when pressure

to fashion such stockpiles would not have existed - by the time an

advanced cycle is Implemented, a large portion of the original resource

will have been burned, and options will be limited. In general,

pressure to substitute a new cycle grows when about half the existing

resource is spent.

In other words, when there is time to prepare for the future there is

no pressure, and when the pressure starts it may be too late. This is

the "Over the Hump" Paradox, which may be re-expressed in the old

adage about the relationship between a person's ability to enjoy life

and his means to do so - "When you can, you can't, and when you can't,

you can".



I hope to show just what we can and can't do to build fissile

stockpiles using presently considered reactor systems.

2. PLUTONIUM MINES

Consider a fixed resource of uranium feeding a PHW (natural uranium)

reactor (R^) building a plutonium stockpile. This plutonium may be fed

to either second generation self-sufficient* plutonium-uranium (Pu/U(s))

reactors (R2) or plutonium-thorium (Pu-Th) reactors (R3>, or a

combination of the two. With the reactor R3, a stockpile of U-233 will

eventually be created for a third generation; with the former the initial

Plutonium inventory will remain but there are doubts about its usefulness

because of the buildup of higher fertile isotopes. The configuration is

depicted below:

FIRST
GENERATION

NATURAL
URANIUM
MINE

SECOND GENERATION SECOND
GENERATION
MINE

* self-sufficient Pu/U(s) reactors refer to a class of reactors where

plutonium is recycled and only small quantities of external plutonium are

supplied.
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a and 3 are the fractions of a fixed uranium resource allocated to

reactors R;£ and R2» They measure the conscious decision by society to

allocate a fixed resource to the present (if a =1 and 3=0) or to the future

(if B>a). Because of the characteristics of reactor R2, there will be a

certain value of 3 which cannot be exceeded (e.g. 3=1 is physically

impossible since there would be no pre-existing plutonium stockpile). If 3

attains its maximum value, the allocation will be such that the second

generation will consist entirely of Pu/U(s) reactors. If 3=0, the second

generation must all be Pu/Th reactors - there is no uranium feed remaining.

The effect of human nature enunciated in the "Over the Hump" paradox will

be such as to ensure that (3/a will probably be less than unity in practice.

Consider the conglomerate as a global system indicated by the dashed

lines in the figure. The characteristics of Rj_, R2 and R3 are listed

in Table 1. Note that R2 comes in three types of reactors and R3 in

two. For simplicity, an average value for R3 is used since the two types

of reactors do not differ substantially. From these characteristics it is

possible to estimate second generation reactor mixes by balancing masses.

Tr is impossible fo jrl^e the dynamics of the symbiotic systems to determine

..•ivMur tiic j>row'.;. .1'. i ' prw.liic r ion of the various components will balance.

"n*i;vi;r, ic is ;;:).•. :•; i hie (• o'niin fl:i overview of what is the global outlook

f->c Mich n :i?nL<-.">. T.; Y-jbl.', : f a - c ) , the following parameters for second

; ; e r u - r , i t i n n n.... i 'i ••; i r - ;-t-.Ti,iiit •.•'! :

N
2 _ ratio of second generation reactors (R_J that can be supported

1 by the uranium resource required to fuel one first generation

reactor (Ri) for its lifetime.

N

" 3 _ ratio of second generation reactors R_ that can be supported

1 by any excess plutonium remaining after the maximum number of

reactors R2 are fuelled
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t o t a^ number of reactors in first and second generations that

can be fuelled by 3600 Mg of uranium (resource required to

fuel one first generation reactor)

reprocessing throughput for the system (Mg/GWe) over the

30 year lifetime of the second generation reactor (average

annual reprocessing requirements equal RTOT/30)

B T 0 T = total energy that can be extracted over the course of two

generations from the system, per Mg of Natural Uranium

originally mined

Within each table the ratio 3/a is varied to indicate optional

allocations of the resource. The top line is a pure second generation

Pu/U(s) cycle, the bottom is a pure second generation Pu/Th cycle. I

maintain that cases with 3 Ax >1 are unrealistic.

3. U-233 MINES

Because of recent advances in analysis of PHW's operating on the

once-through Thorium (OTT) cycle, the eventual deployment of such reactors

is not implausible. It is worthwhile to consider the global characteristics

of a tandem cycle where a stockpile of U-233 and plutonium is created in the

first generation by a OTT reactor (R4) and utilized by a second generation

reactor. The plutonium and uranium are discharged in separate bundles. The

second generation reactor would be a mix of (U233+Pu)/Th reactors (R5),

with any excess plutonium diverted to a Pu/Th reactor of type R3. A

schematic representation is shown below; the characteristics are included in

Table 1. The characteristics of the three types of reactors R5 may be

slightly outdated^), but should be reasonably consistent. The

characteristics of R4 were originally computed for reference (4). All

figures were scaled to be consistent with those of R2 and R^, except

that delay times and out-of-core inventories were omitted. A particular

choice of parameters for reactor R4 was made on the basis of a judgement
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that the fuelling cost would likely be competitive^) with a natural

uranium PHW but this set of parameters is not unique.

NATURAL
URANIUM
MINE

SECOND GENERATION
SECOND
GENERATION
MINE

Again it is possible to compute the quantities of second generation

reactors R3 and R5 sustainable by first generation reactors R4. These

numbers are then normalized to the same quantity of uranium as was required

to fuel one reactor of the (natural uranium) type Rj_; the results are

presented in the N5/N4 column Table 3. Any excess plutonium is diverted

to Pu/Th reactors of type R3; the ratio and the sustainable number of such

reactors is given in the N3/N4 and N T O T column of Table 3. The

specific reprocessing throughput and total achievable burnup are also

presented in this table. The negative value of N3/N4 for reactor
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R5<F) indicates that this particular OTT cycle doesn't provide quite

enough plutonium to meet the needs of a (U233+Pu)/Th reactor of this type.

Finally, consider the possibility that a OTT strategy is implemented,

but that commercial reprocessing or fabrication of thorium fuels proves to

be impossible, although plutonium reprocessing or fabrication proves to be

viable. (Thorium fuel fabrication must be performed remotely, because of

the Y-activity of daughters of l'~?32and is therefore a difficult technology.

The favoured route for plutonium fuel manufacture is also remote

fabrication, but because of the lower Y-fields this is not forced The

differences lies in the serviceability of a remote fabrication line, and

there exists a school of thought advocating that a remote fabrication line

cannot be maintained in a Y-active environment). In this case (illustrated

below) the plutonium from a OTT first generation reactor (R4) could be

used to fuel a second generation Pu/U(s) reactor of the type R^. The U233

would remain unused, and the ratio 3 Ax could not be varied if all the

available plutonium were used. The global outlook for such a system is

given in Table 4.

NATURAL
URANIUM
MINE

r

SECOND
GENERATION

I 1
1 • " - * v Pu I
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4. DISCUSSION & COMPARISON

For ease of comparison, reprocessing throughput for the different

systems are given in Figure 1 for each of the different reactors. The solid

lines represent the requirements for a plutonlum mine, (R2+R3) the dashed,

for a U-233 mine, and the dotted for a plutonium mine (R3 only). Note that

plutonlum emanating from a OTT reactor requires about 75% of the reprocessing

throughput required for plutonium from a PHW reactor. Because of the

paradox cited earlier, a more realistic curve, labelled g/a =1 is also drawn

for Pu/U(s) cycles. On this scale medium burnup U-233 cycles are quite

competitive and even the self-sufficient^) cycle (R5<D)) isn't too

far off. For interests sake, the U-233/Th requirement is split into its two

components - the upper curve gives the reprocessing throughput for a system

of R3 and R5 reactors; the lower curve gives just the requirement for the

reactor (R5) alone. Most of this reprocessing is for U-233, although the

plutonium component increases with burnup.

Reprocessing throughput required to provide the initial core for the

U-233/Th self-sufficient cycle is very competitive because of the high grade

of fissile material in a U-233 mine. This is illustrated in Figure 2, where

both the U-233 and Pu reprocessing requirements are shown. Without studying

growth scenarios, it is possible to argue that a small requirement for

reprocessing of the initial core means that a reprocessing industry can be

gradually built up over a period of time before the first of the second

generation reactors is deployed. This may alleviate the reprocessing

"bottleneck" that has been predicted to otherwise occur(6).

In terras of second generation capacity, a plutonium mine sustains one to

five times as many second generation reactors per first generation reactor

compared to a U-233 mine. (Fig. (3a)). However, the U-233 mine will

ultimately yield about 60% more energy from the same amount of initial

natural uranium, which is the "bottom line" as far as advanced cycles are

concerned. (Fig. (3b)). This is indicated by the N^OT columns of

Tables 2 and 3 and in Fig. (3a), where the total number of first and second
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generation reactors sustainable by a given quantity of uranium (3600 Mg) is

about 50% greater for U-233 mines. This is mostly due to the increased

burnup in the first generation. The reprocessing capacity required to fuel

the initial second generation core is 30-50% less than for a Pu/U(s) system,

and the U-233 inventory of a U-233 mine is essentially maintained into the

indefinite future; with the plutonium cycles a small amount of residual

plutonium of doubtful usefulness remains.

An important consideration in the plutonium mining cycles is the flex-

ibility of varying the B/cc ratio over a wide range. This suggests a means

of circumventing the "over the hump" paradox by moving in the direction of

Pu/Th reactors R3 in the second generation. However, this can only be

done at the expense of increased reprocessing requirements and suggests that

establishing the commercial viability of both thorium fuel fabrication and

reprocessing industries (needed in the latter stages of the lifetime of

reactor R3) must be a high priority item in the first generation - long

before it must be deployed. If the viability of such an industry cannot be

established, then planning must drift towards cycles with higher 6/a ratios,

and earlier implementation of plutonium reprocessing with advanced fuel

cycles.

Similarly a scenario was introduced earlier in which U-233 created in a

OTT reactor could never be utilized. By comparing tables 2, 3 and 4, we see

that such an eventuality results in a mixture of characteristics. The

obtainable burnup is about the same as for the plutonium mine, while the

number of sustainable first and second generation reactors and the

reprocessing throughput is lower. More importantly, the 3/a ratio covers a

wide range, indicating that here, too, there exists considerable flexibility

in committing quantities of the fixed uranium resource to the second

generation. This, too, suggests a means of circumventing the "over the

hump" paradox, at the expense of decreased obtainable burnup and increased

reprocessing requirements. The adequacy of thi« alternate scenario can be
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attributed to the more concentrated plutonium produced by, and the higher

burnup obtained with a OTT cycle.

Because of these differences, It must be argued that fuel reprocessing

has to be demonstrated at an early stage of the first generation reactor

lifetime in all cases. If thorium reprocessing and fabrication can be

proven to be feasible, it does not need to'be implemented with either first

generation mines, and OTT cycles enjoy a distinct advantage in achievable

burnup and minimal reprocessing requirements. If it proves not to be feas-

ible, then plutonium reprocessing will be required in an era in which there

will be little perceived need in order that it can be deployed to maximum

advantage. Another paradox. Obviously, proof of the commercial feasibility

of remote fuel fabrication should be a high priority item.

5. THE NEED FOR ONCE-THROUGH THORIUM CYCLES

The global competitiveness of stockpiling U-233 has been shown here,

provided thorium reprocessing can be shown to be viable. The economic

competitiveness has been shown elsewhere(l»^). The predicament today is

that there is no external pressure for reprocessing, yet AECL has a need to

continue work on advanced cycles for the dual purposes of contingency

planning and competing for the confidence of potential customers for an

assured supply of energy.

AECL's long term objective is U-233 reprocessing and thorium cycles.

Once-through thorium cycles satisfy the above needs and leave room for

flexibility in the future including the fabrication of plutonium if U-233

fabrication runs into difficulties. Such cycles are economically

competitive now(^). Uranium enrichment can be purchased now at a

relatively low price. Development of OTT cycles naturally leads into

several fields each of which merits attention on its own and could be easily

transferred to other fuel cycles:
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1) Technology development in the areas of design of thorium fuels

and heat transfer

2) Development and design of low enriched uranium (LEU) fuels

3) Development of advanced fuel management techniques

4) Development of remote fabrication technology

5) Development of enrichment technology.

The latter item could someday have considerable economic importance for

Canada's uranium export industry - further upgrading beyond the UFg stage.+

As shown here, reprocessing throughput requirements of U-233 mines are

competitive with Pu mines, and with a U-233 stockpile the energy future seems

assured into the third and future generations. Ultimate recoverable energy per

gram of natural uranium mined is greater for U-233 mines than for alternatives, and

some of this advantage appears in the first generation.

Such cycles are a natural continuation of AECL's present program. Safeguard-

ing techniques associated with OTT would be similar to those developed for natural

uranium cycles. Reprocessing research should continue at a reasonable level in the

secure knowledge that a fairly rich lode of material is to be eventually processed.

Even the plutonium created by a OTT cycle is about 25% more concentrated than that

of a natural uranium cycle. Implementation of such a cycle can be done in the near

future and is a natural continuation of AECL's existing program.

+ In 1980, Canada mined 7100 Mg of uranium, of which 6000 Mg was exported. The

estimated figures for 1990 are 10,500 Mg and 8500 Mg respectively. Assuming

enrichment to 3% with 0.2% tails, the 1990 requirements for Canada's export

uranium would be 6.7x10^ SWU, representing a potential market of

$67OxlO&/year, at $100/SWU.
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On the debit side, questions remain about the technological feasibility

of OTT cycles, particularly fuel management, heat transfer and reactor

physics.

In short, U-233 mines and OTT cycles secure a long term fuel cycle with

low investment, reasonable spinoffs and no large capital expenditures.

6. Summary

The overall system characteristics of second generation reactors fuelled

by plutonium and/or U-233 mined from the spent fuel from first generation

reactors have been compared. In some respects and within the probable

accuracy of the calculations, the two systems are very similar. Both types

of mines will sustain about 2-2% reactors for their lifetimes with the

uranium resource sufficient to fuel one first generation reactor. Both

systems require about 2000(+25%) Mg/GWe of lifetime reprocessing throughput

for second generation reactor systems and about 15O+_25% Mg of reprocessing

capacity for the initial second generation reactor core. Some major

differences stand out:

- Pu-Th second generation reactors require about twice the lifetime

reprocessing throughput compared to the mixed systems(2),

- low burnup Pu/U(s) reactors require the lowest reprocessing throughput

of the Pu/U(s) reactors, but the largest demand on prior allocation of

uranium. This prior demand on uranium can be decreased by deploying a

mixture of Pu/U(s) and Pu-Th reactors, but the advantage of the smaller

reprocessing throughput vanishes.

- U-233 mines are more resource efficient by about 602.

- U-233 mines leave a legacy of U-233 for third and future reactor

generations; Pu/U(s) systems probably do not.
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- the creation of plutonium mines is a proven technology - that of U-233

is not.

- U-233 mines and plutonium mines feeding Pu/Th reactors require that

reprocessing and fabrication be developed to the commercial stage but

not be deployed; the same mines feeding Pu/U systems require the early

deployment of this technology.

- U-233 mines are a more flexible form of insurance.

As a consequence of these differences, advantages and disadvantages, I

conclude that serious considerations must be given to a policy of deploying

OTT reactors. Granted, a large stockpile of plutonium now exists, and

granted there is no turning the clock back (remember the paradox!), with

proof of the viability of the commercial reprocessing of thorium based fuels

a less restrained energy future awaits if this path is chosen.
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TABIE 1

Characteristics cf reactor types, 1000 GWe @ 70S capacity,
electric/thermal efficiency - .292, 28.5 MJ

*KL

Bumup

30 year requirements (Me)

ThAJ
feed rate Uranium (NU) Thorium Fu? (U-233)

7300*(«I) 0 3600 0 0 0

30 year
production

04S) I n i t i a l Core
Reprocessing

Pu9 (U-233) throughput

9.96 0 0

*R2(A)

(B)

(C)

17000 (IE)
20000 "

25000 "

0
0

0

1620*

1380*

1120*

0

0

0

*R3 25000 "

.9 0

2.6 0

4.9 0

9.35* 0

. 4 ^ 0

Ji" 0

.4 0

0 1.8+

lflO U

220 "

330 "

1000b>
760°)

R, fuel.

fuel2

avg.

R5(C)

(E)

24500
50000

32400
(10300)

10000

18700

(U)
(Th)

CU)
(Nu)

/IE

..

.17

0

0

(F) 37200

2540 r*r o o

2600@ 0 1.9a

1400s 1.44 1.9a

700@

** 1.8Z enrlchai uranium
+ estimated
* J . Veeder, (private conmnication)
@ no recycling cf thorium

++ this plutonlum nay be mluless because of Pu240 buildup
a) no delays In reprocessing; no out cf cots Inventory
?) f i ss i le plutonlum
b) frcmRl
c) from R4

3.65 1.9a

3.0 1.9

1.9

1.9

1.9

120 Th
0 U

120 Hi
33 U

120 Bi
165 U
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Table (2a)

Characteristics of plutonium fuelled systems

reactor R2<A) Burnup - 17000 MW.d/Mg

.167

.25

.50

.60

.80
1.0

.404

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

1.0

e

.833

.75

.50

.40

.20
0

.596

.5

.4

.3

.2

.1

0

e/a

4.99

3.
1.

.67

.25
0

1.48

1.

.67

.43

.25

.11

0

N,/Ni

11.12

6.69

2.23

1.49

.56
0

reactor R2<

3.85

2.6
1.74

1.11

.65

.29

0

v\
0
.42
.85
.92

1.01

1.07

Table

[B) Burnup

0

.34

.58

.76

.89

.99

1.07

(N

11
7
3
2

1

1

(2b)

- 20,

3.

2.

2.

1.

1.

1.

1.

2+N3

.12

.11

.08

.41

.57

.07

,000

.85

.94

.32

.87

53

28

07

N

2
2
2
2

2

2

MW.d/Mg

1

1

1

2

2.

2.

2.

TOT

.02

.03

.04

.04

.05

.07

.96

.97

.99

.01

.03

.05

,07

TOT
Mg/GWe

1750

1900

2500

2800

3500

4500

2250

2500

2800

3150

3600

4000

4500

TOT
MW.d/Mg(NU)

14800

14800

14900

14900

15000

15100

14300

14400

14500

14700

14800

15000

15100

Table (2c)

reactor R2(C) Burnup - 25000 MW.d/Mg

.613

.7

.8

.9

.0

.387

.3

.2

.1
0

.631

.429

.25

.11
0

2.04
1.38
.81
.36
0

0
.34
.64
.88

1.06

2.04
1.72
1.45
1.23
1.06

1.86
1.90
1.95

• 2.01
2.06

2800
3100
3550
4000
4500

13600
13900
14300
14700
15000
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R5(D)

R5XE.)

R5(F)

Table 3

Characteristics of U233+Pu fuelled systems

Vv
1.45

1.45

1.45

.468

.238

-.104

1.91

1.69

1.35

2.91

2.69

2.35

Mg/GWe MW.d/Mg(NU)

3140 24400

2490 22700

1820 20950

reactor

Table 4

Characteristics of Pu/U(s) systems using only
Pu from a OTT reactor

3 /a N2/N4(
+)NTOT<+) R T O T Burnup

Mg/GWe MW.d/Mg(NU)

R2(A)

R2(B)

R2(C)

.317

.610

.786

.683

.389

.214

2.16

.636

.272

4

1

.8

.66

.88

1

1

1

.97

.88

.80

1750

2250

2800

14400

13700

13200

(+) scaled to N^ = number of reactors of type R̂  burning 3600 Mg of uranium
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FIGURE 2

INITIAL CORE REPROCESSING
REQUIREMENTS FOR VARIOUS
SECOND GENERATION REACTOR TYPES
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FIGURE 3Q: RATIO OF SUSTAINABLE REACTORS
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